Application of nano composites in the fixation and processing of histological material.
The pathological examination is one of the longest in the list of medical tests. Most of this time is spent on preparation of the microslide, which involves the following phases: fixation, processing, cutting and staining. Our objective was to develop optimal regime of fixation and processing (namely, 1 and 2 stage of processing) by applying Nano composites for the development of quick, cheap and qualitative protocol of material processing. 24 various types and concentration Nano composite fixation device were used in study, made by applying single-layer, surface modified carbon nanotubes in the conditions of ultrasound treatment by UP200HT device. Also was developed Nano tubular network integration method in bio-material in the conditions of ultrasound treatment, when besides Nano composite fixation devices various Nano composite reagents (namely, 0.003% and 0.005% Nano composite alcohols) were used in material processing. There were carried out 126 experiments in sum and experiments were checked through standard processing. Fixation devices produced from formalin and alcohol base showed good result of fixation - by using them in the conditions of ultrasound treatment, practically 24 times decreased the period of fixation (as a standard of fixation was applied minimal rate of ASCO/Cap guideline dated by 2008 - 6 hours). The best way was considered Nano composite fixation device of NH2 functionalization of the 0.002% concentration on alcohol base A19 (according to the fixation rate 15 minutes with ultrasound maintenance). Nano tubular network integration method enabled us to have decreased the number of alcohols of ascending concentration and delay time in them. High time efficiency factor - Tk = 47.5% (time of new processing/ standard processing time X100) and high efficiency factor of the expense of reagents - Rk = 33% (number of reagents spent at the time of new processing/number of spent reagents at the time of standard processing X100) is obtained as a result of Nano integrated processing, so almost 2 times less time is spent and 1/3 times less reagents needed.